
Enlightened Absolutism
Just How “Enlightened” Were The Enlightened Monarchs?

Directions:  Listed below each monarch are the reforms they initiated and the actions that they took.   Determine whether 
these reforms and actions justify their reputation as “enlightened” or contradict  it.   Place a “!”  by the actions that support 
their reputation, and  a “?”   next to the  actions which contradict that reputation.

Enlightened       Catherine the Great
     ! or ?                                r. 1762-1796

Political:  Restructures  Local Government (along more rational lines).

Legal:  

Reviews  Laws of Russia and attempts to make them more rational

Abandons  this attempt after a year and a half.  

Social:

Advocates the ending of Capital Punishment & Torture

Has her husband executed (probably) in order to get power  

Tortures & Executes political threats (Emelyan Pugachev)

Opposes the institution of Serfdom

Advocates both the ending of serf auctions and the breaking up of serf families

Takes no action to actually abolish serfdom

 Gradually gives nobility more control over the serfs (Charter of Nobility) 

Expands Serfdom into new areas as the Empire spread westward

Educational Reforms - supported elementary schools & women’s education

20 Lovers over the course of her life?!?  (& the rumors of her death?)

Foreign Policy

Carves Poland up (& takes her share) like a Christmas Turkey

Frederick the Great
r. 1740-1786

Legal:     Codifies (rationalizes) Prussia’s legal code.

Social:    Abolishes torture & capital punishment

Religious:  Religious Toleration for Catholics (in his Lutheran Country)

        Discrimination against Jews (taxes, barred from civil service)

Political:  Centralized/efficient/rational Bureaucracy

      Strengthens the old/traditional aristocracy

      Abolishes Serfdom on royal estates



      Fails to abolish Serfdom in the rest of Prussia

Foreign Policy:   

Carves Poland up (& takes his share) like a Christmas Turkey

(Takes the Polish Corridor)

Ignores the Pragmatic Sanction and takes Silesia from Austria

Maria Theresa    &     Emperor Joseph II
r.1740-1780                           r.1765-1790        

Political:  

Focuses on state building (not empire building)

Reorganizes Government (controls taxation)

Legal:

Institutes limited equality

Law code is equally applied to all classes

Economic

Abolishes Serfdom

Adopts some of the Physiocrat ideas (lowers tariffs, ends monopolies,  etc)

Religious

Issues Edict of Toleration:  Grants limited religious toleration 

Tolerates Jews (no ghettos or stars, freedom of movement & jobs)

Restricts Jews from owning land and worshiping in public

Limits power of the Church (taxes, confiscates monasteries, expels Jesuits)

Social

Promotes Education:  provides books & teachers to primary schools

1/4 of Austrian children attend school

Limits freedom of the press (bans writers:  Voltaire & Rousseau)

Foreign Policy:   

Carve Poland up (& take their share) like a Christmas Turkey

                   1. On the whole, which do you consider to be most Enlightened?  

    Are any of their reputations as enlightened not deserved?

                   2.  If you were writing an essay comparing/contrasting these 3 rulers 
          which 3 categories would you discuss?   What would you bring up?



Absolute Despotism

“My chief occupation is to fight ignorance and prejudices in this country. . . I must 

enlighten my people, cultivate their manners and morals, and make them happy as 

human beings can be, or as happy as the means at my disposal permit.”       

             Frederick the Great

“What is the true End of Monarchy?  Not to deprive People of their natural Liberty;  but 

to correct their Actions, in order to attain the supreme good.”          Catherine the Great

“The Usage of Torture is contrary to all the Dictates of Nature and Reason;  even 

Mankind itself cries out against it, and demands loudly the total Abolition of it.”

           Catherine the Great

“. . . the welfare of my subjects is my passion; to satisfy it, I shun neither labor, nor 

trouble, nor even vexations, and reflect well on the means which are likely to promote 

my views. . .”                 Joseph II

“Princes, sovereigns, kings are not clothed with supreme authority to plunge with 

impunity into debauchery and luxury. . .  [the prince] should often remind himself that 

he is a man just as the least of his subjects. . . He is only the first servant of the state, 

obliged to act with fairness, wisdom, and unselfishness, as if at every instant he would 

have to render an account of his administration to his citizens.”        Frederick the Great


